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ABSTRACT In this article we discuss three aspects of cell contact formation : (a) the molecular
architecture of the cytomatrix in cell-to-substrate focal contacts, (b) the dynamic properties of
membrane- and microfilament-associated proteins in the contact areas, and (c) the involvement
of microtubules in the coordinated and directed formation of new substrate contacts during
cell locomotion . We show that different microfilament-associated proteins exhibit distinct
patterns of association with focal contacts : some proteins are specifically associated with focal
contacts (vinculin and talin) ; a-actinin is enriched in the contact areas but also is present along
the stress fibers and in the lamellipodium; actin and filamin are detected throughout the
contact areas but in apparently reduced amounts compared with the associated stress fibers ;
and tropomyosin, myosin, and spectrin are either absent from the endofacial surfaces of
contact areas or are present in only very small amounts . Fluorescence photobleaching recovery
analyses performed with living cells microinjected with fluorescently labeled actin, vinculin,
and a-actinin indicate that each of these proteins maintains a dynamic equilibrium between
a soluble cytoplasmic pool and a membrane-bound fraction . Correlation of the distribution of
vinculin and tubulin in motile fibroblasts to local movements of the leading edge of the same
cells indicates that free-end microtubules extend into actively ruffling areas along the lamellipodium and that new vinculin-containing contacts are preferentially formed in these protruding
regions .

Cells move by cycles ofanterior membrane protrusion, establishment ofcontact with the underlying substrate, and retraction of the posterior trailing edge (for reviews, see references
1 and 2). The spatial and temporal coordination ofthese three
major phases of the locomotory cycle is an essential element
of directional cell motility.
Apparently, cells sense and identify external stimuli that
affect their motility. These include chemotactic stimuli, contacts with neighboring cells, and changes in the texture or
adhesivity of the substrate . In addition, a central mechanism
probably exists that integrates these stimuli and coordinates
the dynamic molecular events that occur in different domains
of the cell. The most active region is the leading lamellipodium. This area is very rich in actin filaments in the form of
dense webs and small bundles (3-7). Besides actin, the leading
lamella contains a-actinin (8-10) and, often, filamin . The
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focal contacts with the substrate that are formed under the
leading lamella are particularly rich in the cytoskeletal protein
vinculin and eventually, as they mature, become associated
with the termini of stress fibers (9, 11-16) . In fact, we suggest
that focal contacts and the associated vinculin serve as organizing centers for the assembly of actin-containing microfilament bundles (17-19) . The trailing edge of the cell is a
relatively stationary domain with large birefringent stress fibers and large focal contacts (20). From numerous observations made over the last two decades, we have learned that
the fine interplay between protrusion, substrate attachment,
and retraction is a dominant factor in cell locomotion.
In this article we present findings concerning the dynamic
molecular interactions involved in the biogenesis of focal
contacts and discuss mechanisms that may be responsible for
directional motility . We consider the following questions:
83s

What are the cytoskeletal constituents offocal contacts? What
are the molecular interrelationships and interactions between
them? What are their dynamic rearrangements during contact
formation? We also discuss why some areas along the lamellipodium move steadily forward while others protrude and
then retract and the involvement of other cytoskeletal networks in setting the direction of the formation of new substrate contacts and, thus, of cell motility .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
To localize the various cytoskeletal proteins we for the most part have used
indirect immunofluorescent labeling . Vinculin was localized with pure rabbit
or guinea pig antibodies (9, 2l) or with our own recently prepared monoclonal
antibody, 11 .5 .5 . Rabbit antibodies to chicken gizzard talin (22) and bovine
brain spectrin (23) were kindly provided by K. Burridge, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill . Antibodies to chick brain tubulin were raised in either
rabbits or guinea pigs as described (24). Antibodies against myosin light chain
were prepared in collaboration with Dr . J. DeMey, Janssen Pharmaceutica,
Belgium. Antibodies to tropomyosin, filamin, and a-actinin, all from chicken
gizzard smooth muscle, were raised in rabbits and affinity purified as described
(9, 21, 25). Actin was localizedeither by indirect labeling using rabbit antibodies
to chicken actin or by fluorescently labeled phalloidin, kindly supplied by Dr.
H. Faulstich, Max Planck Institute, Heidelberg . Secondary antibodies all were
raised in goats and coupled to rhodamine-lissamine sulfonyl chloride or to
dichlorotriazinylaminofluorescein as described (24, 25). Fragmin from Physarum was isolated as described (26, 27).
Ventral membrane was prepared by theZnC12 method (28),and fluorescence
photobleaching recovery experiments on membrane components or cytoskeletal microinjected proteins were carried out as described (29-32) .
Triple labeling, time-lapse cinematography, cell relocalization, and photographic multiple imaging are described elsewhere (33), and a detailed report is
in preparation (Rinnerthaler, G., et al .).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cytoskeletal Components of Focal Contacts and
Their Interactivity

That focal contacts are associated with the termini of Factin bundles has been demonstrated by both electron microscopy and immunocytochemical localization of actin,
combined with interference reflection microscopy (11-16) .
Detailed immunocytochemical labeling has indicated that
some microfilament-associated proteins are abundant near or
at contact regions while others apparently are absent or present in low amounts. An example of such a comparison, using
immunofluorescence for the localization of the actin and
several of the associated proteins is presented in Fig 1 : actin
itself (D), as well as filamin (E), were detected in focal
contacts, though in concentrations (as judged from the intensity of immunofluorescent labeling) that often were somewhat
lower than those detected along the stress fibers; a-actinin (C)
was abundant in or near focal contacts as well as in the
unattached lamellepodium . Two proteins were specifically
and predominantly associated with focal contacts (both mature and nascent), namely, vinculin (A) and the recently

described 215,000 mol wt protein talin (B) (22). Spectrin (F),
tropomyosin (G), and myosin (H) apparently were excluded
from focal contact areas or were present there in very low
concentrations.
Such light microscope studies provided valuable information on the general distribution ofthe different proteins, but,
due to limited resolution, could not reveal the fine molecular
interrelationships between them and their proximity to the
plasma membrane. Several series ofexperiments have recently
suggested that focal contacts contain two spatially and molecularly distinct domains : one is the microfilament-associated
domain, which consists, at least, of F-actin, filamin, and aactinin (provided that myosin, tropomyosin, and spectrin
indeed are excluded) ; the other is the membrane-bound (actinindependent) domain, which contains vinculin and talin . The
first indication that there is spatial segregation of the different
cytoskeletal proteins was obtained several years ago using
immunoelectron microscope localization of vinculin and
other actin-binding proteins in focal contacts and related
intercellular junctions (21, 34-36) . We have shown, by single
and double immunolabeling, for vinculin and a-actinin that,
although both proteins are abundant near adherens junctions,
vinculin is significantly and reproducibly closer to the plasma
membrane (21, 35).
More recently, we have dissected the focal contact-bound
filament bundle using fragminlike actin-severing proteins
from Physarum or from pig smooth muscle (37). We have
used this approach to determine whether the primary association of the various focal contact proteins was with actin
filaments or with the endofacial surfaces of the membrane. A
demonstration of such an experiment is presented in Fig. 2.
Substrate-attached ventral membranes of cultured chicken
gizzard fibroblasts were prepared as described (28), exposed
to pure fragmin from either source, and double immunolabeled for actin and the various actin-associated proteins .
As demonstrated by the few examples shown in Fig. 2 (for
additional information see reference 37), the treatment resulted in rapid and essentially complete disappearance ofactin
bundles from the membrane (compare the control sample,
treated only with "fragmin buffer," without fragmin (Fig. 2,
B and F) and the fragmin-treated sample (Fig. 2, D and H).
Among the various actin-associated proteins tested, both vinculin and talin were fully retained on the actin-depleted
membranes (Fig. 2, C and G, respectively), while a-actinin,
filamin, and tropomyosin were highly sensitive (37). We
therefore have concluded that the former two proteins are
components of the membrane-bound "plaque" that serves as
an anchor for the termini of actin bundles, while actin and
the other associated proteins are peripherally associated with
that plaque. The fine molecular interrelationships between
vinculin and talin are still not clear, though some recent in
vitro studies suggest that the two are involved in different

Immunofluorescent localization of different microfilament-associated proteins in relation to cell-substrate focal contacts. In all cases we prepared ventral membranes of cultured chick gizzard fibroblasts, labeled them for one microfilamentbound protein, and localized focal contacts on the same membranes using interference-reflection optics (for an example, see
inset in H) . The proteins localized were (A) vinculin, (t3) talin, (C) a-actinin, (D) actin, (E) filamin, (F) spectrin, (G) tropomyosin, and
(H) myosin . The single and twin arrows mark the location of focal contacts . Notice the specific localization of vinculin and talin
in focal contacts and the enrichment of a-actinin. Actin and filamin are detected in, or near, contact regions, though in somewhat
reduced amounts compared with stress fibers . Tropomyosin, spectrin, and myosin are essentially excluded . The inset in H is the
interference-reflection image of the anti myosin-labeled cell in H. Bar, 5 gm .
FIGURE 1
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molecular interactions . Vinculin was shown to bind to actin
(38-40) as well as to additional proteins with apparent polypeptide molecular weights of about 130,000 and 220,000
(possibly vinculin and talin, respectively) (38). Studies by K.
Burridge and P. Mangeat (personal communication) indicate
that talin binds to vinculin. We have obtained some indirect
evidence that vinculin also self-aggregates in focal contacts.
We have found that rhodamine- or fluorescein-labeled vinculin may bind to and "decorate" focal contacts in openedup ventral membrane preparations . Unexpectedly, we also
found, however, that this binding was not easily inhibited by
an excess of unlabeled vinculin (in contrast to the binding of
rhodamine-labeled a-actinin, which was inhibited by the respective unlabeled protein) (10). A likely explanation of this
observation is that vinculin self-aggregates locally on the
membrane. This possibility, however, still requires experimental substantiation . Thus, there are several possible models
for vinculin-talin interaction . Talin may be directly anchored
to the membrane and bind vinculin through another site, and
the latter may bind to and organize actin filaments. Alternatively, vinculin may be bound to the membrane independent
of talin and even provide an anchor for both talin and actin .
Additional experiments, including double immunoelectron
microscopy and microinjection of antibodies to vinculin or
talin into living cells, may help to resolve these questions .
In this discussion of focal contact components we have
made no reference to the integral membrane components of
the focal contact or of related zonula adherens-type intercellular junctions . Such components are undoubtedly extremely
important elements in intercellular recognition and in the
transmission of contact signals into cells . Unfortunately, in
spite of intense efforts devoted to the isolation and characterization of junctional components, the integral membrane
proteins of these junctions have not been identified .
Biogenesis of Adherens JunctionsDynamic Aspects
The studies described above provided a rather static picture
ofthe junction, its various cytoskeletal constituents, and the
biochemical interrelationships between them . We would like
to consider some dynamic aspects of junction formation,
namely, the sequence of molecular events leading from the
establishment of a new contact to the development of a
mature, stress-fiber-bound focal contact.
Several years ago, we proposed that this process involves a
cascade of nucleation reactions : the first step, according to
that model, is the formation of small local associations between membrane protein(s) ("receptors") and the substrate .
This interaction may lead to the aggregation ofthe membrane
receptors and their immobilization in the small contact area.
This clustering would induce the second set of events leading
To the binding of soluble, cytoplasmic vinculin (and possibly

talin) to the membrane. The vinculin-rich area on the membrane may subsequently function as a nucleation center for
the assembly of actin bundles (for a more detailed discussion
of the model, see references 17 and 18) .
The temporal sequence of cytoskeletal reorganization during contact formation as revealed by fluorescence microscopy
agrees with the proposed model. As described (17), the organization of vinculin on the membrane in newly formed contacts usually precedes the assembly of actin into bundles at
the same sites. This also is true of the nascent substrate
contacts formed under the protruding leading lamella of
motile cells. In these areas, we often have observed small
vinculin-containing streaks or small plaques under actively
ruffling membranes (see below) . In many instances, actin did
not show any local accumulation in these areas or was present
there in low concentrations .
More direct information regarding the dynamic rearrangements in adherens junctions was obtained in studies with cell
models or living cells using the fluorescence photobleaching
recovery approach. We have shown that the contact with the
substrate does not lead to "freezing" or complete immobilization of membrane components (for details, see reference
32). Membrane lipids whose dynamic properties were measured using a lipid probe, WW591, moved freely through
focal contacts in substrate-attached membranes, though at a
somewhat reduced rate (the diffusion coefficient in unattached membranes was 12.8 x 10-9 cmZ/s, compared with
7.7 x 10-9 cmZ/s in focal contacts) . The recovery of fluorescence, however, was complete, indicating that the lipid probe
was completely mobile in the focal contact . The lateral diffusion ofmembrane proteins was analyzed with ventral membranes of chick fibroblasts exogenously labeled with rhodamine. The fluorescence photobleaching recovery data indicated that the lateral diffusion of the rhodamine-labeled membrane proteins in focal contacts was reduced in comparison
to that measured in unattached areas (0.8 x 10-9 cmZ/s and
1 .4 x 10-9 cm Z /s, respectively) (32). A major difference was
found, however, between the extent of recovery of proteins in
attached and free membrane regions. In the unattached regions nearly all the fluorescence rapidly recovered after local
bleaching, whereas a significant proportion (-50%) of the
labeled proteins in the contact areas did not recover. We thus
concluded that two comparable populations of membrane
proteins exist in focal contacts; one is free to move through
that region, whereas the other is immobile, possibly due to
the interaction with the solid substrate, with the cytoskeleton,
or with both.
Similar dynamic behavior also has been found for the
junction-associated cytoskeletal proteins actin, a-actinin, and
vinculin. Fluorescence photobleaching recovery experiments
with these components could not be performed with model
membranes and therefore were carried out with living cells
microinjected with these proteins labeled with either fluores-

2
Dissection between membrane-bound and microfilament-bound components of focal contacts . Ventral membranes
were treated for 10 min with smooth-muscle fragmin from pig stomach, 10,ug/ml in fragmin buffer (37), (C, D, G, and H) or with
"fragmin buffer" only (A, B, E, and F) . The membranes were then fixed and double-labeled for vinculin (A and C) and actin (B and
D) or for talin (E and G) and actin (F and H) . The reagents used were rabbit antibodies for vinculin (9) and for talin (22) as first
reagents and rhodamine-labeled goat antimouse Ig as the second . Actin was localized with fluorescein-conjugated phalloidin .
Notice the disappearance of actin after fragmin treatments and the stability of both vinculin and talin to this treatment . Other
microfilament-associated proteins (filamin, a-actinin, tropomyosin, and myosin) were highly sensitive to fragmin treatment . Arrows
in the matched photographs point to the same locations. Bar, 10 jum .
FIGURE
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TABLE I

Mobility of Rhodamine-labeled Actin, a-Actinin, and Vinculin in Microinjected Chicken Gizzard Fibroblasts as Measured by Fluorescence
Photobleaching Recovery (19)

Diffusion coefficient

Protein"

Cellular domain

Actin
a-Actinin
Vinculin
Actin
a-Actinin
Vinculin

Focal contact or stress fibers
Focal contact
Focal contact
Interfibrillary
Interfibrillary
Interfibrillary

D(CM Z/s) x 10-'

3 .1
2 .8
3 .5
3 .2
2 .5
2 .9

±
±
t
±
±
±

1 .1 (30)
1 .0(10)
1 .2 (20)
1 .2 (35)
1 .4(12)
1 .1 (30)

Fractional
recovery

Half-time for fluorescence
recovery in the
"immobile" areas

18±7
40 ± 10
43±8
65±13
76±5
-80

4 .1 ± 2 .8 (22)
2 .7 ± 1 .2 (6)
2 .1 ± 0 .9 (16)
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

Number of determinations is indicated in parentheses . N .D., not determined .
Irrelevant proteins such as bovine serum albumin and goat immunoglobulin had diffusion coefficients of about 6 x 10' cm'/s and exhibited complete
recovery regardless of the concentration or site of fluorescence photobleaching recovery measurement .

cein or rhodamine (references 19 and 31 and Kreis, T. E., J.
Schlessinger, and B. Geiger, manuscript in preparation).
Shortly after injection, each of the proteins became incorporated into the stress fibers and their focal contact-bound
termini . Fluorescence photobleaching recovery analysis of
these microinjected cells indicated that each protein was
present in two dynamically distinct pools: a soluble, diffusible
pool in the cytoplasm and another pool immobilized in focal
contacts (for actin and a-actinin, also in stress fibers) . Analysis
of the fluorescence photobleaching recovery data indicated
that the two pools maintain a dynamic equilibrium . Thus,
when defined segments of focal contacts were photobleached,
the fluorescence recovered slowly with a half-time of recovery
of several minutes (see Table I).
The findings described above concerning the spatial and
temporal sequence of organization of focal contact components agree with the idea that junctional specialization is
initiated by local contacts that induce vinculin and talin
binding to the membrane and the formation of microfilament-organizing centers in those areas.
Involvement of Microtubules in the Formation of
Stable Substrate Contacts at the Leading Edge of
Motile Fibroblasts
It is generally accepted that microfilaments are intimately
involved in the force-generating system necessary for cell
locomotion. However, the factors involved in the polarization
ofcells, an essential step in directional locomotion, are largely

unknown . Attempts to correlate the organization of cytomatrix components with the dynamic properties ofthe same cells
were usually frustrated by two major obstacles: the apparent
complexity and irregularity ofthe cytomatrix and the absence
of direct analyses of the cytoskeletal organization and active
lamellipodium movements in the same cell.
Time-lapse cinematography of cultured chick fibroblasts
has revealed several types of movement ofthe lamellipodium,
including continuous forward protrusion, protrusion followed
by withdrawal, and ruffling activity (1, 2). To correlate the
exact movements ofthe leading lamella before or at the time
of fixation to the cytoarchitecture we have plated chick heart
fibroblasts onto glass coverslips in a modified flow-through
Dvorak-Stotler chamber and maintained the culture at 37 ° C
on the stage of the microscope. After time-lapse cinematography, the cells were fixed in situ with a Triton-glutaraldehyde
mixture (for details, see references 3 and 33). The proper
fixation was of critical importance for the preservation ofthe
delicate structures ofruffles and the lamellipodia as well as of
the integrity ofmicrotubules and other cytoskeletal structures .
After fixation the cultures were double or triple labeled to
visualize the relative distributions of different cytoskeletal
proteins. For triple labeling, we first double labeled the cells
using rabbit and either guinea pig or mouse antibodies for
tubulin and vinculin, respectively. After photography, the
fluorescein fluorescence was bleached and the cultures were
further stained for actin using fluorescein-coupled phalloidin.
With this approach we were able to localize within the same
cells, actin, tubulin, and vinculin, reveal the location of sub-

3 Localization of tubulin, vinculin, and actin in the leading lamella of chick fibroblast . (A and B) Double immunofluorescent labeling of the same cell for tubulin (A) and vinculin (B) . The arrowheads point to free-end microtubules that extend into
the cell periphery with many vinculin-containing streaks . Arrowheads point to the same locations. (C-F) Multiple imaging of
tubulin, vinculin, and actin by phase contrast and interference contrast microscopy. Details on the multiple imaging will be
provided elsewhere (Rinnerthaler, G ., et al ., manuscript in preparation), and only the general principles are outlined here: cells
were fixed and triple-labeled as described, and individual photographs taken on 35-mm black-and-white film . The negatives or
positive transparencies prepared from them were then matched and used to print a combined picture . (C Combined negative
images of tubulin immunofluorescence and phase contrast . Note the free-end microtubules that extend into the lamellipodium
in the lower part of the cell . The arrowheads point to phase-dense ruffling membranes (bright in the negative-image picture) . (D)
Combined negative image of vinculin immunofluorescence and phase contrast as above . The arrowhead matched with the
arrowhead in E points to a vinculin-containing streak at the base of the leading lamella . (E) Combined negative-image photograph
of tubulin, vinculin, and actin . The first two are the same as in C and D. Actin (diffuse gray) is enriched in the leading edge and
photographed slightly above substrate level . Notice the small actin-containing ruffle (double arrowhead, matched with double
arrowhead in C, which is colocalized with a small vinculin-containing streak and the free end of a microtubule . (F) Combined
negative image of tubulin superimposed on positive image of interference reflection photomicrograph . Notice the fine radial
close contacts under the leading edge . The hollow arrowheads in C-F points to the same area . Bars, 10 jAm .
FIGURE
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strate contacts (by interference reflection microscopy), and
relate all these to the movements of the leading edge before
or at the time of fixation. Experimental details on the cinematography, culture conditions, methods of rapid relocalization of cells, fixation, triple labeling, and photographic multiple imaging are given elsewhere (33 and Rinnerthaler, G., et
al., manuscript in preparation) .
Localization of microtubules indicated that they may be
organized in two sharply distinct forms. Most microtubules
extend from the perinuclear area toward the periphery and
bend back or sidewise near the base ofthe lamellipodium . In
some areas, however, individual microtubules apparently end
near or within the leading lamella. Colocalization of tubulin
and vinculin (Fig. 3) indicates that most of these-free-end
microtubule terminate very close to peripheral vinculin-containing sites. These vinculin-containing plaques at the leading
edge seem to be the primordial forms of focal contacts.
Examination of the time-lapse movies of many cells has
indicated that both vinculin patches and the free ends of the
microtubules at the periphery are closely related to local
ruffling ofthe membrane before fixation. These interrelationships between ruffling, initiation of contact, organization of
vinculin, and extension of microtubules into the lamellipodium are demonstrated by the set of photographs processed
for multiple imaging in Fig. 3, C-F (for details, see legend to
Fig. 3).
Frame-by-frame analysis of the phase-contrast images before fixation indicate that new vinculin-rich contacts are
formed under or near radial membrane ruffles along the
leading edge. These nascent vinculin-containing contacts were
detected only about 1 min after initiation of ruffling . Microtubules also were detected in those areas close to the vinculin
streaks, as pointed out above and as shown in Fig. 3. These
microtubules, however, were detected earlier than vinculin,
within 10-20 s of initiation of ruffling. Apparently, vinculincontaining contacts are not established only in ruffling areas,
and we have seen many examples ofnew attachments formed
under ruffle-free filopodial or lamellipodial extensions (not
shown) . The rate of vinculin organization in these sites is
similar, and an interval of ~ 1 min was found between local
protrusion and the apparent local association ofvinculin with
the membrane.
The findings presented here provide some insight into the
involvement of microtubules in cell motility and the physiological significance of interactions between molecularly and
structurally distinct components of the cytomatrix (in this
case, tubulin and the vinculin-containing nascent contact) .
The exact role and mode of action of microtubules is not yet
clear. The findings of others (41-46) and our own observations suggest that microtubules are not essential for establishment of substrate contacts or for the formation ofmembrane
protrusions but are necessary for directional movements. This
suggests that microtubules play a role in the spatial coordination of polarized contact formation . A simple mechanism
that would correspond to our observations and to the model
outlined above is that penetration ofmicrotubules into certain
areas of the lamellipodium or ruffles stabilizes these membrane extensions and prevents their retraction toward the cell
body. Maintenance of these protrusions and prevention of
their retraction for at least 1 min is necessary for the establishment of stable contacts leading to the induction of transmembrane association with vinculin and the initiation of
actin bundle assembly . Obviously, other possibilities cannot
90S
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be excluded, including a direct effect of free-end microtubules
on vinculin and actin assembly and involvement of other
elements of the cytomatrix.
We have discussed here three major aspects of cell anchorage and motility : the structure of cell-contact areas, their
molecular dynamics, and their coordinated assembly during
cell movement. Obviously, many of the molecular details
necessary for a more complete understanding of the mechanisms involved in cell motility are yet to be explored . Among
these are the nature of the contact receptors and the "transmembrane signal," the regulation of the dynamic equilibrium
between the soluble and membrane-bound fractions of cytoskeletal proteins, the mechanism of peripheral microtubule
extension, and the details of interfibrillary interactions within
the cytomatrix .
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